Celebrity Wedding: Miranda
Lambert
Marries
Brendan
McLoughlin In Secret Nuptials

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, Miranda Lambert revealed that she married
her new boyfriend Brendan McLoughlin during a surprise
celebrity wedding. According to UsMagazine.com, on Saturday,
February 16th, the country singer posted two photos on
Instagram with her groom that showed her wearing her white
lace wedding gown. She captioned the photos with the words,
“In honor of Valentine’s Day I wanted to share some news. I
met the love of my life. And we got hitched!” She added, “My
heart is full. Thank you Brendan McLoughlin for loving me for…
Me.” In her post, she included a red heart emoji and the

hashtag #theone.

In surprise celebrity wedding news,
Miranda Lambert tied the knot in
secret nuptials. What are some
benefits to a secret wedding?
Cupid’s Advice:
There are many advantages to secretly tying the knot with the
one you love. Along with many other perks, for starters,
you’ll leave out all of the pre-wedding drama and save tons of
money. Here are some benefits to a secret wedding:
1. Less outside pressure and influence: Family and friends
tend to push their wedding ideas and agendas on couples. While
meaning well, the outside influences put pressure on the
couple to choose a venue that doesn’t suit their style or
select entertainment that’s out of their budget. Having a
secret wedding relieves some of this pressure and allows you
both to focus on what’s important.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Blake Shelton Allegedly Throws
Shade at Ex Miranda Lambert Via Twitter
2. More privacy and intimacy: A private ceremony creates
intimacy that is beautiful and unique. Without other people
around, the couple can focus on each other and are free to
write whatever they would like in their vows.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Did Miranda Lambert and
Anderson East Split?
3. Invite desired guests only: A secret wedding will give you
the ability to create a guest list that includes only your
closest friends and relatives. This alleviates the guilt and

pressure you may experience when planning a large ceremony.
Can you think of any more benefits to a secret wedding?
Comment below.

Celebrity
Divorce:
Blake
Shelton Reveals He Hit ‘Rock
Bottom’ After Split from
Miranda Lambert

By Rhodesia Williams

In celebrity news, Blake Shelton admits to hitting rock bottom
after his celebrity divorce from Miranda Lambert. According to
UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple were married for four
years before their celebrity break up. Before Shelton and Gwen
Stefani tried celebrity dating, the two often checked on each
other through texts and emails. Stefani was also going through
a rough patch with her then husband, Gavin Rossdale. From
simple texts and emails to thoughts of a possible celebrity
marriage, the celebrity couple are three years into their
relationship. The couple made it through one of the hardest
times of their lives together and are still going strong.

This celebrity divorce hit Blake
Shelton hard. What are some steps
you can take to recover after a
tough break-up?
Cupid’s Advice:
Break ups are one of the hardest things you go through in
life. Through the pain, you have to find the light even if it
takes some time. Cupid has some advice on how to recover after
a tough break up:
1. Cry: Never ever be ashamed to cry! Man or woman, everybody
has a heart and can have it broken. The best self therapy is
to just let it all out. Whether it happens when you are in
front of people or when you are alone, you will feel so much
better. Holding back the tears won’t help you because you
aren’t expressing how you feel. Building up emotions isn’t
healthy and can cause issues later.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Working Through Your
Heartbreak
2. Talk: Talking is another therapeutic way to help recover

from a tough break up. Speak about what happened. It will only
help ease the pain away. Say you accidently spilled your
coffee. Initially, in anger you say, “Darn! I spilled my
coffee.” As the day goes on, you soon lose the anger and when
you explain what happened, the anger is no longer there.
Speaking on what happened and repeating things somehow helps
put your mind and in this case, your heart at ease.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: I’m scared to Get Back Out
There and Date!
3. Go out: While
immediately sign
enjoying yourself
movie date with

we’re not saying head out to the clubs or
up for speed dating, taking baby steps and
will help with recovery. Start small, like a
friends or even by yourself. Surrounding

yourself with loved ones always helps, but sometimes you just
need to be alone. Dating yourself for a while is a great way
to heal your broken heart. Sometimes simply taking yourself
for ice cream can help.
How do you recover from a tough break up? Share below.

Celebrity News: How Blake
Shelton’s Divorce Led Him to
True Love

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, Blake Shelton found love after his
celebrity divorce. According to EOnline.com, Shelton went
through a celebrity break up with wife, Miranda Lambert. While
going through his divorce, fellow The Voice castmate, Gwen
Stefani, approached him to let him know that she was also
going through a tough time. Not too long after that, Stefani
officially broke up with her husband of 13 years. At first,
the celebrity couple say they didn’t think anything of their
support chats, however, that quickly changed. Before the
couple realized it, they were dating. Although it was tough in
the beginning, the new celebrity couple were able to get past
the challenges and enjoy each other.

In celebrity news, Blake Shelton
moved on from devastation to true
love. What are some ways to know

you’ve found true love?
Cupid’s Advice:
Falling in love is one of the most exciting yet nerve wracking
things after a heartbreak. Besides coming down with constant
cases of “the butterflies”, Cupid has some advice on knowing
if you’ve found true love:
1. You’re glowing: Are the people around you noticing you with
a particular glow? Glowing is good; sometimes we can’t help it
but people can tell when you are genuinely happy. From your
attitude, the way you are beginning to carrying yourself, and
that constant smile, you can’t help it. While it seems
embarrassing when people bring it up, own your glow!
Related Link: Date Idea: Take a Trip Down Memory Lane
2. Your missing piece: Do you feel like you’ve found the
missing piece to your puzzle? Do you feel like your days are
getting easier with your partner in your life? This is surely
a sign that you have found love. When everything starts to
make sense and naturally flow together, there is no other
feeling like it. It’s like a sigh of relief or a breath of
fresh air. It seems like life has gotten easier and you’re not
hating it.
Related Link: Dating Advice: 5 Signs He’s Falling for You!
3. For the better: Of course you’re happy that you have found
someone but is this person for the better? How does this
person add to your life? While it is exciting to be in love,
remember, the person you fall in love with needs to add to
your life in some way. Maybe you can’t go a day without
speaking to them or you can’t sleep without saying goodnight.
Needing your love’s presence is natural and a true sign of
falling in love.

What are some ways you can tell that you have found true love?
Share below

Relationship Advice: Tales of
the Other Woman

By Dr. Jane Greer
Everyone feels they were scourged in the aftermath of
betrayal, and in an effort to work through that and regain
their equilibrium they like to talk about what happened, often
to anyone who will listen. Sometimes, though, while that can
make someone feel better in the moment, it can cause greater

trouble down the line and further delay the journey back to
personal peace and happiness. Whether you are in the public
eye or not, speaking out about the person who hurt you can be
tempting. For example, Evan Felker’s ex-wife Staci Nelson
reacted recently to claims that he cheated on her with country
superstar Miranda Lambert. Doing this can feel like your
chance to set the record straight by telling your side of the
story, and it can feel like a way to fight back. You’ve been
wronged, so this is your way to make it right.

Sometimes speaking out about the
one who wronged you can be helpful,
while other times it can cause more
negativity. So how can you balance
it? This relationship advice comes
down to what you say, and whom you
say it to.
The obvious place to go to vent your anger and frustration is
to friends and family, since they are the people who know you
and support you. They may encourage you by asking you to tell
them what happened, or they may be more provoking by launching
a missile and speaking badly about your ex-partner, thus
throwing logs on the already flaming fire. Try to be careful,
however, about what you share with them for a few reasons.
While the initial reaction is to look to end the connection,
sometimes cheating can actually help people reevaluate and
overhaul their relationship to make it stronger and more
resilient than it was before. There are enough times that
people get back together. If in fact you and your ex do
reconcile one day you don’t want your friends and family
members to have turned so completely against him or her and
become so alienated that it makes it difficult for you to

reconnect. Also, there is always the matter of the people you
shared while you were together. What if, during your
relationship, your cousin became good friends with your exhusband, or your college best friend’s wife is now best
friends with your ex-wife? These are hard connections to
break, and it helps to be aware of the tricky position that
putting down your ex, who may still be an important factor in
their lives, can put the people you love in. While oftentimes
there is a strong pull to rally as many people as possible to
your camp, drawing these lines can sometimes be very divisive
and you risk creating more losses for you with your existing
relationships if people feel they have to choose a side.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Miranda Lambert Throws Shade at
Celebrity Ex Blake Shelton With Key Lyric Change
Being able to vent and say bad things about your ex can be an
important initial step, but you want to continue to take
subsequent steps and have that not be where you remain.
Instead of only demeaning them and looking to do a character
assassination, start to shift what you are expressing to focus
on the impact their betrayal had on you and how you are
dealing with it. To begin the real healing, it is important to
be in touch with all of your feelings, not just your anger.
This way it can eventually become less about stirring the brew
of your rage and more about developing your self-awareness. In
my book How Could You Do This to Me?: Learning to Trust After
Betrayal, I speak about blind trust. Was this going on for
you? Were you too trusting, did you see signs and ignore them,
or did you miss them completely? It is this reflection and
understanding that will enable you to learn how to trust your
own judgement so that you feel better equipped to protect
yourself in the future and keep this from happening again. By
doing this it helps you to stop perpetuating the negative by
keeping yourself in the role of victim, and instead shift to
moving forward and away from your ex and the fallout of the
betrayal.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Evan & Staci Felker Were
Trying to Have a Baby Before He Met Miranda Lambert
Being deceived is devastating at best, at worst, if not dealt
with, it delivers a blow that can keep you feeling low for a
long time and can derail you from living your best life. For
that reason, doing all this is your emotional health insurance
as you go forward. Hopefully, Staci will be able to get back
on track and become stronger as she carries on.
Please tune in to the Doctor on Call radio hour
on HealthyLife.net every Tuesday at 2 PM EST, 11 AM PST. First
and third Tuesdays are Shrink Wrap on Call, second Tuesdays
are HuffPost on Call, and the last Tuesday of the month is
Let’s Talk Sex! Email your questions dealing with
relationships, intimacy, family, and friendships to Dr. Greer
at askdrjane@drjanegreer.com. Connect with Dr. Jane Greer on
Facebook, at www.facebook.com/DrJaneGreer, and be sure to
follow @DrJaneGreer on Twitter for her latest insights on
love, relationships, sex, and intimacy. For more on Dr. Greer,
visit http://www.drjanegreer.com.

Celebrity Break-Ups: Evan &
Staci Felker Were Trying to
Have a Baby Before He Met
Miranda Lambert

By Carly Horowitz
In latest celebrity news, Evan Felker went on tour with
Miranda Lambert and never returned home to his wife, Staci
Felker. According to UsMagazine.com, Evan did not come home
and did not answer Staci’s calls. Then, she found out that
Evan had filed for a celebrity divorce on February 16 from the
local newspaper. Yet, we now have information that a source
recently revealed the two were trying to have a baby right
before he left to go on tour. Evan started dating Lambert in
February while he was still married to his wife and while she
was still dating Blake Shelton. This relationship formed
between Lambert and Evan effected many people!

This celebrity break-up is anything
but a clean break. What are some
ways to make sure your split lacks
drama?

Cupid’s Advice:
Clearly this situation at hand is very sticky. No one would
want to be involved in something like that. Here are some tips
on how to make sure your break-up isn’t as crazy as this:
1. Be open and honest: If you are having feelings of doubt,
tell your partner before it gets to a bad point. Hopefully
your partner will understand and you two will be able to work
from there. Before you break-up, make sure you say everything
you have to say so that you two can go on with the rest of
your lives drama-free.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Blake Shelton Allegedly Throws
Shade at Ex Miranda Lambert Via Twitter
2. Remember that you are in control: If information keeps
popping up after you and your partner break-up, remember that
it is up to you if you wish to have it affect you or not. You
can put energy into the drama or you can decide that you are
better than that.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Did Miranda Lambert and
Anderson East Split?
3. Try not to get other people involved: The more people that
you let in on your business, the more potential there is for
drama to occur. Deal with the situation with your partner and
go from there.
What are some other tips on how to eliminate break-up drama?
Comment below!

Celebrity News: Blake Shelton
Allegedly Throws Shade at Ex
Miranda Lambert Via Twitter

By Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, Blake Shelton is feeling a way about his
celebrity break-up. According to EOnline.com, Shelton went on
a small rant on Twitter, one that looks to be aimed at his
celebrity ex Miranda Lambert. The tweet read as follows: “Been
taking the high road for a long time.. I almost gave up. But I
can finally see something on the horizon up there!! Wait!!
Could it be?! Yep!! It’s karma!!” Miranda has not yet
responded to or spoke in respect to the tweet publicly. The
former celebrity couple broke up earlier this month. Rumors
circulated that it was due to Lambert cheating on Shelton with

Anderson East. Ouch!

In celebrity news, Blake
seemingly dissed his ex
Lambert. What are some
fully move on from a bitter

Shelton
Miranda
ways to
split?

Cupid’s Advice:
Fortunately, there are many ways to cope and move on from a
bitter break-up. Cupid has some love advice on specific things
to do to help you move forward:
1. Travel: Go somewhere new. Breathe in that different, fresh
air. Experience a new culture and atmosphere, away from where
all the negativity in your life dwells. Traveling is good for
the mind and soul. It is a wonderful experience. Go alone or
go with friends. You’re sure to have a good time when you plan
properly.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: John Cena Sends Messages
About the ‘Worst Day Ever’ Post-Split from Nikki Bella
2. Find a hobby you love and stick to it: What better thing to
get your mind of negative than to find something you love and
do it often. It’s also productive, and depending on what it
is, can help you in different ways. Shape your life
differently by doing things that benefit you. Don’t be afraid
to experiment.
Related Link: Why Sam ‘Sammi Sweetheart’ Giancola Avoided
‘Jersey Shore: Family Vacation’
3. Care for yourself: Eat well, exercise, stay on top of
hygiene, and make sure to relax mentally and physically. Self
care and self love are very important. If you feel like you

don’t have either, take strides into changing that, and you
will see the positive change in your life unfold right before
you.
What ways have you moved on from a bad split? Share below!

Celebrity
Break-Up:
Did
Miranda Lambert and Anderson
East Split?

By Carly Horowitz

In latest celebrity gossip, rumors have been circulating about
Miranda Lambert and Anderson East’s celebrity relationship.
According to UsMagazine.com, East has not posted any photos on
Instagram with Lambert since November, and he hasn’t liked any
of her photos since December. Since these rumors have been
present, the public has also noticed that East does not follow
Lambert on Instagram. But, we are not sure if he ever did. It
may be a large leap to judge a celebrity break-up by mere
social media, but East performed on Bobby Bones’ syndicated
radio show on Wednesday, February 28, and sang a song about
heartbreak: “If You Keep Leaving Me.” We are not jumping to
conclusions, but hopefully Anderson and East will comment on
these celebrity break-up rumors soon!

Rumors
are
stirring
about
a
potential celebrity break-up. What
are some ways to decrease break-up
speculation?
Cupid’s Advice:
People have a tendency to be nosy. They may begin to assume
things in regards to your relationship if there are notable
changes on social media, or in person. Whether these changes
have any truth to them, it can be annoying to have people
constantly discussing these rumors. Luckily, Cupid is here
with some advice on how to decrease this talk:
1. Be honest: If you don’t mind people knowing the truth, then
share your break-up right after it occurs. This will stop
people from formulating their own conclusions as to if you and
your partner have broken up and why. Let people know about
your break-up, and give them an explanation to the extent at
which you feel comfortable so that further rumors don’t begin
to arise regarding the reasons why.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Alicia Silverstone & Husband
Christopher Jarecki Split After 20 Years
2. Delete social media: After your break-up, you may want to
take a break from social media anyway. Also, if you
temporarily delete your social media during this time, it will
decrease speculation that can form from people analyzing who
you are following, who is liking your pictures, and such.
Sometimes it’s nice to take a break from it all.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Jennifer Aniston & Justin
Theroux Announce Separation
3. Be yourself: The number one reason why break-up speculation
arises is because people notice changes in individual’s
personalities. If you and your partner actually did not breakup but you are just going through some other personal changes,
let your friends and family know so that they don’t assume
otherwise. If you and your partner did break-up but you don’t
want people to know yet, try your best to still act like
yourself so speculation doesn’t occur.
What are some other ways to decrease break-up rumors? Comment
below!

Celebrity
Exes:
Miranda
Lambert Didn’t Want A Breakup
Album About Blake Shelton

By Marissa Donovan
The last thing Miranda Lambert wanted to do was make her new
album all about her split from Blake Shelton. Although the
former celebrity couple was married for four years, the
country singer wanted to channel her softer side compared to
the confident and bold persona she has in the music world.
According to an interview with Billboard.com, Lambert does
share that her side of the break up is on the record, but it
showcases more vulnerability than just her break-up from
Shelton.

This
celebrity
break-up
has
inspired the country singer to show
a different side of herself. How
can music help you after a breakup?
Cupid’s Advice:
Music can be used to help the sting of a bad break-up. Here

are some ways this creative outlet can help you after a
breakup:
1. Try songwriting: Like any famous musician, let out your
heartache by writing songs about what you’re feeling. Not only
will it help you express yourself, but you can also learn a
new skill as well!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Miranda Lambert’s Boyfriend
Anderson East ‘Couldn’t Be More Proud’ After ACM’s Wins
2. Listen to your favorite songs: Go listen to your favorite
records or play your Ipod for your favorite music. Try
listening to your favorite sad songs first and then work your
way to some happy music. This will gradually help you
transition through a bad breakup.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani & Blake Shelton
Joke About Her ‘Makeout Playlist’ on ‘The Voice’
3. Search for new music: The positive aspect of a breakup is
that it allows you to have a fresh start. Finding new music
from artist you’ve never heard before can help you move in a
new mindset of who you want to be now that you’re single!
Will you be listening to her new album in November? Let us
know in the comments!

Celebrity
News:
Miranda
Lambert’s Boyfriend Anderson

East ‘Couldn’t Be More Proud’
After ACM’s Wins

By Delaney Gilbride
In celebrity news, Anderson East continues to be in awe of
Miranda Lambert! According to UsMagazine.com, East couldn’t
contain his excitement over the “Queen of County’s” recordbreaking eighth consecutive Female Vocalist of the Year Award
win at the American Country Music Award’s on April 2. East
took to Instagram to congratulate Lambert’s win writing,
“Couldn’t be more proud of this little lady and the amazing
art she brings with her.” The celebrity couple has been dating
for over a year after Lambert’s split from Blake Shelton back
in 2015. Lambert also took home Album of the Year for The
Weight of These Wings, which was inspired by her celebrity

break-up from Shelton.

This duo clearly celebrates one
another’s accomplishments. What are
some ways to show you’re proud of
your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Watching your loved one succeed is the absolute best! What are
some of the best ways to show your significant other how proud
you are of them? Cupid’s here to help you out with some
relationship advice:
1. Say it out loud: It seems simple but your loved one will
appreciate it. You may assume your partner knows that you’re
proud of all that they do, but sometimes that isn’t the case.
Let them know how proud you are – say it again and again and
again!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani & Blake Shelton
Joke About Her ‘Makeout Playlist’ on ‘The Voice’
2. Cheer them on: Nothing says “I’m proud of you” more than
being supportive of your loved ones actions. Be their
cheerleader! Attend the important things, pick them up when
they’re down, and most importantly, cheer them on when they
need it the most!
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Justin Theroux Says He and
Jennifer Aniston Wanted Their Wedding to Be ‘Peaceful’
3. Show them: Ever heard the phrase “actions speak louder than
words”? Show your significant other how proud you are of them
by doing something about it. Whether you make a candlelit
dinner at home or take them to their favorite place, show your

loved one how proud you are of them by doing something for
them.
Are you proud of your partners accomplishments? Comment below
with how you show it!

Anderson East Is Ready for a
Celebrity
Wedding
with
Miranda Lambert

By Kayla Garritano

So this is love! Celebrity couple Miranda Lambert and Anderson
East may be heading in a serious direction. According to
EOnline.com, Lambert’s boyfriend of almost a year says he is
ready marry her. For her recent 33rd birthday, East threw a
“special celebration” and gave Miranda a few “very thoughtful
gifts.” A source shares, “If it was up to Anderson he would
marry Miranda today!” They also added that the couple’s
friends and family think it’s “just a matter of time” before
he pops the question.

There could be a celebrity wedding
getting planned soon! How do you
know when your partner is ready for
marriage?
Cupid’s Advice:
When you’re with that special someone, you’re going to know
you want to marry them. But how do you know when your partner
is ready to tie the knot? Cupid is here with some relationship
advice:
1. Look for the hints: Your partner may drop a couple “when we
get married” or “for our wedding” into conversations when they
get reminded of something wedding related. They may keep the
hunts subtle without directly confronting you, but that’s just
their way of saying they see a future with you.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Miranda Lambert & Anderson East
Talk Marriage and Kids
2. Talk to them: If you’re not getting any hints, try the
direct approach. You can ask them if they’ve thought about
marriage, or talk to them about where they see themselves in
the next 10 years. If you’re not getting a clear answer, it’s
best to talk to them directly.

Related Link: Are You Too Young For Marriage?
3. Look where they stand: Are they financially independent,
are they emotionally stable, and do they like children? Make
sure that your partner is in a good and happy place. If they
are, then that is a sign they are ready for a future with you,
and that means hopefully starting a family.
How did you discover is your partner was ready for marriage?
Comment below!

Celebrity
News:
Miranda
Lambert Stuns at CMA’s with
Boyfriend Anderson East

By Mallory McDonald
In recent celebrity news , Miranda Lambert’s celebrity
relationship with Anderson East is heating up, and the two
couldn’t be more stunning! This year at the CMA’s, Lambert
killed the red carpet with East looking dashing next to
her. UsMagazine.com reported that post celebrity break-up with
her ex Blake Shelton, she was really struggling, and like most
artists she used her music to get through it. But now, Lambert
is looking happier than ever with East, and they are becoming
one of Hollywood’s favorite couples! East and Lambert starting
dating last winter and have been keeping their relationship
low-key. However, the two killed the CMA’s with coordinating
outfits. ” East was in a white dress shirt, black tie and
black suit, and Lambert in a low-cut, black-and-sheer Georges
Hobeika gown that showed off her tanned and toned figure,
along with Monika Chiang heels, a Lee Savage clutch and
jewelry by Hearts on Fire, Borgioni, Butani and Doves.”

This celebrity news has us happy
that Miranda Lambert moved on from
Blake Shelton. What are some ways
to know you’re ready to move on
after a split?
Cupid’s Advice
Splitting up with someone who has been in your life for a long
time is a difficult decision to make. Cupid is here to help
you decide about the right time:
1. Silence: Sometimes it can be easy to say a relationship is
over when there is a lot of fighting and screaming going on.
While fighting isn’t necessarily a good thing, when a
relationship becomes silent and there is no longer any
communication, this can be the clearest indicator it is over.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Miranda Lambert & Anderson East
Talk Marriage and Kids
2. Constant contest: When the relationship is getting to its
end, it can be easy to see that you both don’t agree on
anything. If you can never come to an understanding or meet
half way on issues, the relationship may need to end.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Prepare For The Unexpected
Love Like Blake Shelton & Gwen Stefani
3. Depressed: If you are not happy in your relationship
anymore and it is leaving you both feeling drained and
depressed, staying in the relationship is only making it worse
for both of you.
When did you know you were ready to move on post-split?
Comment below!

Celebrity
Couple
Miranda
Lambert & Anderson East Talk
Marriage and Kids

By Mallory McDonald
Sparks are flying between celebrity couple Miranda Lambert and
Anderson East. The two have even been discussing a celebrity
wedding and possibly celebrity kids in the future! According
to EOnline.com, a source recently revealed, “She wants to get
married again and have children soon. That has been an open
conversation between her and Anderson. He wants the same.”
After her rocky divorce from country star Blake Shelton,

Lambert is finally feeling settled and happy again. The same
source shared, “Miranda is very happy with Anderson. They have
gotten very close. Her friends think this is the guy for her.”
Lambert’s relationship with Shelton was nothing short of
troubled, and we learned, “She is completely over Blake and
wishes him only the best. It was a time in her life that was
special, but she’s happy that relationship took her to where
she is now.”

This celebrity couple is moving on
to
the
next
level
in
their
relationship. How do you know when
to broach the topics of marriage
and kids with your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Deciding to take that next step in a relationship can be
exciting and terrifying all at the same time. Cupid is here to
help decide when to bring marriage and kids up to your
partner:
1. Strong & steady: If you have been in a long term
relationship with someone and the relationship is only getting
stronger has it goes, this can be a clear indicator that you
are ready for more commitment.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Miranda Lambert & Anderson
East Spend the Weekend Making Music
2. Subtle hints: When you are finding yourself or your partner
slowly dropping hints pertaining to marriage or kids, take
control and don’t be afraid to have the conversation. It can
be hard choosing to discuss such life changing things, but you
don’t want to miss the opportunity.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Blake Shelton & Gwen Stefani
Show Their Love at Billboard Music Awards
3. Easy going: As the relationship progresses, if it feels
like it is getting easier as time goes on because you
understand the person and have good communication, make that
next step!
How did you bring up the subject of marriage and kids in your
relationship? Comment below!

5 Celebrity Couples We Want
to Reunite

By Katie Gray
We love it when our favorite stars become a celebrity couple.
However, sometimes the celebrity relationship doesn’t last and
they have to go their separate ways. Some of our favorite
celebs even had celebrity weddings and children together. That
doesn’t mean we can’t remember the good memories though.
Here’s to nostalgia and wishful thinking!

Cupid
has
compiled
the
five
celebrity couples we want to
reunite:
1. Miranda Lambert & Blake Shelton: They were the cutest
country couple! Miranda Lambert and Blake Shelton are both
country music artists, singers and songwriters. They were a
match made in heaven. Their celebrity wedding was beautiful
and we loved it when they performed songs together. Sadly,
they got divorced. However; they left us with a lot of great
music!

2. Taylor Swift & Taylor Lautner: Who could forget Taylor and
Taylor? People loved to joke that if they got married, their
names would both be Taylor Lautner. The singer, Taylor Swift,
and the actor, Taylor Lautner were a pretty pair. They even
participated in the film Valentine’s Day together, and it was
awesome. Sometimes young love doesn’t last though, but it was
fun while it lasted!
Related Link: Celebrity Couples Saving The Earth
3. Selena Gomez & Justin Bieber: Remember the height of the
Bieber Fever? Pop singers Selena Gomez and Justin Bieber were
a hot item. Their relationship took several twists and turns
in the media. Fans loved that they were together. Even though
the celebrity relationship ended in a break-up, they still
have respect for one another and are proud when the other
person accomplishes something. Luckily, they’ve both come out
with catchy songs for us to jam to!
4. Reese Witherspoon & Ryan Phillippe: Reese Witherspoon is
America’s Sweetheart. When she met Ryan Phillippe while they
starred in the cult classic film, Cruel Intentions, they hit
it off. He attended her birthday party and she said to him,
“Are you my present?” So cute! They had a celebrity wedding
and have two children together. Sometimes good things come to
an end so better things can fall together. They both co-parent
as a family unit and have moved on. However; they were the
‘it’ couple for several years.
Related Link: Bigger Is Better: Top 6 Celebrity Couple
Engagement Rings
5. Gisele Bundchen & Leonardo DiCaprio: Gisele Bundchen is the
highest paid supermodel in the world. She was also famously a
Victoria’s Secret angel. When she dated, Hollywood heartthrob,
Leonardo DiCaprio, it was the most beautiful couple ever. He
is known for dating supermodels but their relationship
actually lasted a few years. The pair remain good friends

though. When she gave birth to her babies with Tom Brady, he
even sent her a gift. See, sometimes you can be friends with
your ex-partner!
What celebrity couples do you want to reunite?

Celebrity
Couple
Blake
Shelton & Gwen Stefani Show
Their Love at Billboard Music
Awards

By Nicole Caico
On Sunday, May 22, this year’s Billboard Music Awards were
hosted in Las Vegas. According to UsMagazine.com, celebrity
couple Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton preformed the song “Go
Ahead and Break My Heart,” while looking lovingly at each
other for the duration of the performance. This celebrity
couple was born out of Stefani’s celebrity divorce from her
13-year husband, Gavin Rossdale, and Shelton’s celebrity
divorce from his wife of 5 years, Miranda Lambert. Both
Stefani and Shelton were single by the end of the summer 2015,
and have been a couple since fall 2015.

This celebrity couple is going
super strong! What are some ways to
keep the romance alive in your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Not every couple can get on stage together at a major awards
show to display their love for each other to the world, but it
is important to show your significant how much you love them
in order to be happy together. Even if it’s not televised,
loving gestures are necessary for keeping romance alive:
1. Spice it up: Sharing new experiences is a great way to
strengthen a relationship. Plan the trip you and your S.O.
have been dreaming about, or even just try a new restaurant.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Predictions: Katie Holmes, Gigi
Hadid and Miranda Lambert
2. Throwback: If leaving your comfort zone isn’t something
that sounds appealing to you, revisit something you did
together in the beginning of your relationship that you both

loved. Maybe recreate your first date and flatter your partner
with how much you remember.
Related Link: 5 Times the Nanny Has Been the Catalyst for
Celebrity Divorce
3. Look ahead: Set a goal together–abstract or physical–and
work together to reach it. Sharing a common goal and actively
working towards it will show your S.O. how much you still
care.
What would you do to get out of a relationship rut? Comment
below!

New Celebrity Couple Miranda
Lambert & Anderson East Spend
the Weekend Making Music

By Abbi Comphel
There is a new celebrity couple in town, and they are making
beautiful music together. According to UsMagazine.com, Miranda
Lambert and Anderson East are spending a lot of time together.
Lambert seems very happy in her new celebrity relationship.
They started dating in December. It’s good to know she is over
her celebrity ex Blake Shelton.

This new celebrity couple is
indulging in some serious romance!
What are some creative ways to
spend a romantic weekend with your
partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Sometimes date nights can get old, so it may be time to switch
it up. Cupid has some advice on some creative ways to spend a

romantic weekend with your partner:
1. Cabin: Plan a
somewhere that has
your partner. You
enjoy each others’

nice weekend away. Book a cabin, and go
no cell phone service so it is just you and
will really get to talk to each other and
company.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Jewel is Dating NFL Player
Charlie Whitehurst
2. Home: Plan a nice weekend at home. Go to the grocery store
and buy all the supplies you need. Make sure to grab some wine
for dinner and some delicious dessert.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Kaley Cuoco Seems Smitten
with New BF Paul Blackthorne
3. Zoo: Enjoy a nice weekend exploring your local zoo or the
closest zoo around. It will be nice to get out in the open and
to do something new.
What are some other creative ideas for a weekend with your
partner? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Katie Holmes, Gigi Hadid and
Miranda Lambert

By Shoshi
If you’re looking for the latest celebrity news on Hollywood
romances, you’ve come to the right place! Below, I consider
the future of three new celebrity couples.

Shoshi’s Predictions
Celebrity Couples

For

These

Katie Holmes and Jamie Foxx: If you believe the media, Foxx
and Holmes are secretly in love with each other. The thought
of that makes me giggle. I always think that Tom Cruise has
sent Foxx in to be his spy to find out what Suri is up to.
While they would be a weird couple, it could also work. Foxx
has always been tight lipped about who he’s dating and Holmes
never reveals if she’s dating anyone. Both of them seem to
spend more time with their children than anyone else. Could
they be the perfect pair? I don’t see Holmes and Foxx in a
steady relationship. However, I do see friends with benefits.
They’re both sexy and single. Why not participate in some
extracurricular activities from time to time? Don’t believe

the media hype, but just know that we’ll be the last to know
if they are officially a couple. Neither of them are going to
talk.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jamie Foxx Celebrates 48th
Birthday with Katie Holmes
Gigi Hadid and Zayn Malik: All media eyes are on model and
personality Gigi Hadid and former One Direction singer, Zayn
Malik. It even looks like they spent New Year’s Eve together.
At least, that’s what their photos would lead us to believe.
Isn’t that what “couples” do? With all of the time they’ve
been spending together, we should file them in the couple
category. At least for now. Hadid has the attention span of a
gnat when it comes to her relationships and love. She is
fickle, but she’s perfectly entitled to be that way. She’s
young, hot, and figuring it all out. If I were her, I would do
the same thing. This relationship will run its course soon
enough. Hadid doesn’t have time for a serious relationship
since she tends to be busy modeling and hanging with the
Jenner’s. Right now she’s having fun causing a stir on
Instagram with Malik. Guess they don’t have anything else
better to do.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Alert! Gigi Hadid & Zayn
Malik Are Dating
Miranda Lambert and Anderson East: We all know that Blake
Shelton is currently dating Gwen Stefani. But it looks like
his ex, Miranda Lambert, is now seeing Anderson East. A photo
on Instagram captured the two of them cuddling with the
caption, “The snuggle is real.” As if we needed the
clarification. Just who is this Anderson East? A rhythm and
blues singer from Alabama. I had never heard of him until
Lambert’s selfie. By the looks of it, this new relationship is
the most interesting thing about him. When I look at this new
celebrity couple, I don’t see much to the fling. I predict the
main reason that she’s seeing him is to keep up with Blake and

Gwen. The celebrity exes are playing a game of who can move on
quicker. The media is falling in love with The Voice co-stars
as they go on adventures around the globe. The last thing
Lambert wants is to look pitiful and brokenhearted. Blake is
all over the place having fun, it’s time for her to start
posting her own “moving on” pictures. That’s not to say that
she isn’t generally into East, I’m just not fooled by her
calculated move. Lambert will move on when she finds someone
better. If the rumors about her are true, East shouldn’t get
to attached to her. As soon as someone better comes along
Lambert will move on.
For more information on Shoshi, click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

Celebrity Divorce: Miranda
Lambert Says There ‘Ain’t a
Side’ to Pick

By Kyanah Murphy
Miranda Lambert has a level head about her celebrity divorce
with country singer Blake Shelton. UsMagazine.com reports that
Lambert said there are no sides to pick surrounding the
celebrity couple’s split. She just asks that everyone is
supportive of them both while they move forward in life. It’s
great to see that the former celebrity couple are keeping the
animosity to a minimum.

This celebrity divorce is still
getting a lot of focus. What are
some ways to avoid gossip after a
divorce?
Cupid’s Advice:
Celebrity divorce or not, it’s not something fun to go
through. It is equally un-fun to have everyone focused on your
divorce and gossiping about it. Cupid has some ways to help

you avoid gossip and get some privacy:
1. Try not to gossip yourself: If others are gossiping about
the latest split of a couple, try not to partake. Change the
conversation if you can. That way, others will know you aren’t
someone who talks about others and might give you the same
courtesy.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Insiders Say Gavin Rossdale
Cheated on Gwen Stefani with Nanny for Years
2. Change the topic to a positive one: Brighten the mood by
engaging in a positive topic. Share something good about your
day, post a funny cat video, or distribute a great article you
read. The topics are endless!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Scott Disick Shares Adorable
Instagram with Son Mason
3. Disengage with the topic: Let the participants know you are
uncomfortable with the conversation at hand. If you can’t
change the topic, walk away. You’re allowed to walk away from
a conversation, especially if it’s gossip about you.
How do you avoid gossip? Share below!

Miranda Celebrates Birthday
as New Celebrity Couple Blake
& Gwen Appear on ‘The Voice’

By Abbi Comphel
Celebrity exes Miranda Lambert and Blake Shelton are moving on
in different ways. According to UsMagazine.com, Lambert just
celebrated her 32nd birthday with some of her closest friends.
She went horse riding and had a blast. While the newest
celebrity couple Shelton and Gwen Stefani made their first
appearance on the voice as a couple. While this new celebrity
relationship is super adorable, we hope Lambert is doing well!

From
celebrity
exes
to
new
celebrity couples, life does move
forward. What are some ways to be
sensitive to your ex when you

embark on a new relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
When it comes to old and new relationships, things can move
pretty quickly. It may not leave time for each person to catch
up with their feelings if needed. Cupid has some advice on
ways to be sensitive to your ex when you enter a new
relationship:
1. Let them know: If you and your ex are still friends or they
are still having a hard time then they should be the first to
know about your relationship. You don’t want them to be even
more upset. Just give them a call or text, so they know ahead
of time instead of seeing your Instagram post.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Source Says Miranda Lambert
‘Doesn’t Care’ Who Blake Shelton Dates
2. Be discrete: If they ask you about your new relationship,
answer less as possible. They are only asking because they
want to know if you are doing worse or better without them.
Don’t let them know everything, because it will just eat them
alive.
Related Link: Miranda Lambert Says ‘I Needed a Bright Spot
This Year’ at CMA’s Post-Celebrity Divorce
3. Don’t brag: If you have social media then everyone knows
how happy you are in your new relationship. But don’t brag or
post about it too much if your ex has you on these sites. If
you are really worried about hurting your ex, then maybe keep
your new relationship on the down low for now.
What are ways to be sensitive to your ex when you are entering
a new relationship? Share below!

Celebrity News: Source Says
Miranda
Lambert
‘Doesn’t
Care’ Who Blake Shelton Dates

By Katie Gray
Relationships and love are filling the air! In the latest
celebrity news, Miranda Lambert is taking the news of Blake
Shelton and Gwen Stefani dating in stride. According to
UsMagazine.com, sources close to Miranda Lambert claim that
she doesn’t care who ex-husband Blake Shelton dates postcelebrity divorce. Furthermore, she had her suspicions about
Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani becoming a celebrity couple

prior to their announcement that they were in an official
celebrity relationship. She is holding her head high and
moving onward and upward! The country cutie is off to a great
start after winning Female Vocalist at the CMA’s.

In celebrity news, this single lady
is moving on! How do you know
you’re ready to move on after a
divorce?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s often hard to move on after loving someone, especially
once you’ve gotten a divorce from them. It’s something that
takes time and it varies case by case. Allowing yourself time
to cope and finding yourself is a great place to start. Cupid
has some tips on how to know when you’re ready to move on
after a divorce:
1. You’ve allowed yourself to cope: It’s imperative that you
allow yourself time to cope after a divorce. Take the time to
reflect on everything that happened and remember it’s okay to
be sad. Once you have truly allowed yourself to cope, you are
ready to move on.
Related Link: Miranda Lambert Says ‘I Needed A Bright Spot
This Year’ at CMA’s Post Celebrity Divorce
2. You found yourself again: After a divorce, you lose
yourself because you have to change everything about your
routine and living situation. Take some time to find yourself
again and come up with your new goals for yourself and a plan
to achieve them. Once you do this, you are much more ready to
put yourself back out there.
Related Link: Former Couple Joe Jonas & Gigi Hadid Split After

Five Months Together
3. It feels right: You can’t help who you like and it’s rare
when you find someone that you genuinely care for. If you like
somebody, give them a chance. Take baby steps instead of
jumping straight into something for the best results.
What are some ways you have known it was time to move on after
being divorced? Comment your stories below!

Adam
Levine
Calls
Blake
Shelton and Gwen Stefani
‘Family’ After New Celebrity
Couple News

By Katie Gray
Famous relationship alert! The latest celebrity news is that
Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani are a celebrity couple!
According to UsMagazine.com, the No Doubt singer confirmed her
relationship with Shelton on November 4th. The duo even
attended the Warner Music Group CMA Awards after-party
together. The stars of The Voice have their relationship
blessing from fellow Voice star, Adam Levine, who called them
“family.” The new pair have both recently divorced, as
Shelton’s celebrity dating history includes his previous
marriage to country singer Miranda Lambert and Stefani’s
includes her prior marriage to Gavin Rossdale. Congrats to
this new celebrity couple!

This new celebrity couple is the
talk of Tinseltown! What are some
ways to keep your relationship low

key?
Cupid’s Advice:
Being in the public eye makes it difficult for celebrities to
keep their relationship low key. However; there are some ways
to keep things private and more personal in regards to your
relationship whether you’re in the public eye or not. Cupid
has some tips:
1. Keep details to a minimum: It’s acceptable to share stories
about your relationship with people, but it’s wise to keep the
details to a minimum. In order to keep your relationship more
low key, just refrain from telling too much and you will be
all set!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Blake Shelton Says ‘There Are So
Many Great Things Happening In My Life’
2. Only tell your inner circle: It’s nobody’s business,
besides you and your partner when it comes to your
relationship. It can stay private between you and your partner
if you keep things between just the two of you. This includes
only telling things to your inner circle and those closest to
you.
Related Link: Miranda Lambert Says ‘I Needed A Bright Spot
This Year’ at CMA’s Post Celebrity Divorce
3. Have alone time: The most important thing to do is spend
alone time with your partner. There are many low key options
for you and your partner, that don’t involve going out to
parties. A good example is making a romantic dinner at home
and staying in.
How have you kept your relationship low key? Share your
stories with us below!

Wendy Williams Gives Gavin
Rossdale A Piece of Her Mind
Surrounding New Celebrity
Couple Gwen Stefani & Blake
Shelton!

By Rebecca White
Today, the beautiful and fascinating Wendy Williams sent
Executive Editor, Lori Bizzoco and the CupidsPulse.com team a

SHOUT OUT and shared her opinion about Gavin Rossdale’s trash
talking behavior surrounding his soon-to-be ex-wife’s new
celebrity relationship. “Well, you should have thought about
that, Gavin,” said the well-known media personality and
daytime talk show host. Known for her catchphrase, How you
doin? Wendy is speaking about Gavin’s alleged affair with the
couple’s nanny and past affair with cross-dresser, Peter
Robinson. Wendy definitely supports celebrity couple Gwen
Stefani and Blake Shelton, especially after the celebrity
gossip surrounding Gavin’s affairs. Watch a clip of the show
above for Wendy’s take on the hot topic and then share your
opinion below!
Related Link: Gwen Stefani and Gavin Rossdale Settle Celebrity
Divorce and Will Share Custody

Wendy Williams Talks About New
Couple Gwen Stefani And Blake
Shelton
Gwen Stefani and Gavin Rossdale have made celebrity news and
headlines recently due to their heartbreaking split after 13
years of marriage. The couple’s celebrity divorce filing
wasn’t completely shocking, but Gwen’s quick rebound with costar of The Voice Blake Shelton threw us for a loop. Gavin has
reportedly been upset with Gwen’s behavior saying that
she’s flaunting her new celebrity couple status.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Are Gwen Stefani and Blake
Shelton More Than Friends?
In the end, Gavin’s behavior seems a little childish. Wendy
shares her relationship advice for the actor and musician,
saying that he needs to stop trash talking his celebrity ex!
The talk show host advises that he should take the high road,
disengage from social media, and stop dating for awhile. Team

Wendy and us at CupidsPulse.com are dying to know what you
think. Please comment on this hot topic below!
How long do you think Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton’s
relationship will last? Should Gavin and Miranda just move on?
Let us know in the comments below!
Related Link: Gwen Stefani and Gavin Rossdale Split After 13
Years of Celebrity Marriage
You could also win BIG money just by watching “The Wendy
Williams Show.”
Visit Wendy’s Facebook page to enter for your chance to win up
to $5,000 during “Wendy’s Windfall” giveaway! Each weekday
starting until Wednesday, November 25, 2015, a lucky viewer
will be called at random and asked to answer a question about
a recent episode of the show.
NO
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only.
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Official
at facebook.com/wendyshow.

50
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You can learn more about Wendy Williams by following her on
Twitter @WendyWilliams or subscribing to her YouTube channel.
For more videos from Cupidspulse.com, check out our Youtube
channel.

Miranda
Lambert
Says
‘I
Needed a Bright Spot This

Year’ at CMA’s Post-Celebrity
Divorce

By Abbi Comphel
People are still talking about one of the most heartbreaking
celebrity divorces, between Miranda Lambert and Blake Shelton.
The former celebrity couple both showed up to the Country
Music Association Awards and performed. But not only that,
People.com reports that Lambert won an award for Female
Vocalist of the Year and she recognized the fact that it has
not been the best year for her. She told the audience and her
fans, “I needed a bright spot this year.” Hopefully these
celebrity exes can move on and be friends again one day!

This celebrity divorce was one of
the saddest all year. What are some
ways to move on after a divorce?
Cupid’s Advice:
It is always sad when someone you once loved just becomes
somebody in your past. Moving on can be rough, but cupid has
some advice on how to move on after a divorce:
1. Time away: Take time away from the world. Go do things you
enjoy and spend time making yourself happy. If you want to
take a vacation, then go take one. Go find the things that
made you once happy.
Related Link: Former Celebrity Couple Mariah Carey and Nick
Cannon Reunite to Celebrate Halloween with Kids
2. Family and friends: When or if you start to feel alone,
reach out to your family and friends. They may not know what
to say, but they will always be there for you because they
love you and want to make sure you are doing ok.
Related Link: Miranda Lambert Shares Sad Photo Post-Celebrity
Divorce from Blake Shelton
3. Find Closure: Get rid of everything that
your ex. Don’t let their stuff haunt you or
shared get to you. It is time to dispose of
start over. It is ok to move on and find joy in

reminds you of
the things you
everything and
your life.

What do you think are the best ways to move on after a
divorce? Share below!

Celebrity News: Blake Shelton
Says There Are ‘So Many Great
Things Happening in My Life’

By Mackenzie Scibetta
You don’t often hear of country music mixing with pop
successfully, but The Voice co-stars Blake Shelton and Gwen
Stefani are apparently making it work just fine. According to
UsMagazine.com, just a few hours before the 2015 Country Music
Association Awards began, celebrity news broke that Shelton
and Stefani are officially a new Hollywood couple. Following
the awards ceremony Shelton took to Twitter to confirm his
happiness saying that “Awesome night tonight. So many great
things happening in my life…” On the other hand, single
celebrity, and ex-wife to Shelton, Miranda Lambert is taking

the divorce much harder saying that she “needed a bright spot
this year”.

We’re pretty sure this celebrity
news may have something to do with
new love Gwen Stefani. How do you
know if your new relationship has
staying power?
Cupid’s Advice:
The unconditional bliss of a new relationship can make it hard
to tell whether you’re happy because your significant other is
the one, or just because it is something new and fresh. While
the future of a relationship can be unpredictable, if you look
hard enough there are signs that can help reveal the success
of your budding romance. Cupid is here to help you decide if
your new partner will be a lasting one:
1. You always laugh together: Laughter stimulates the release
of feel-good hormones, thus pushing us towards a happier mood.
Being in a significantly good mood around your new love will
surely reap many benefits. Also, if you and your partner have
the same sense of humor then that’s a good sign your
relationship will never get boring.
Related Link: Gwen Stefani and Gavin Rossdale Settle Celebrity
Divorce and Will Share Custody
2. You openly communicate: The first few fights of a
relationship can be awkward, but if you both are willing to
fully express yourself and feel comfortable arguing with each
other respectfully then that will make your love last. You’re
guaranteed to argue so if you can figure out a way to politely
oppose each other you are on a good track. If you find your

partner intentionally saying things to hurt you then that’s a
recipe for disaster.
Related Link: Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani Flirt on Set of
‘The Voice’ After Respective Celebrity Break-Ups
3. You’re comfortable in silence: A healthy relationship means
two people who can function separately without hindering the
success of the other person. You both need to be able to relax
and read in the same room as one another, without feeling
forced to make conversation. Silence allows you to balance
your life and grow as an individual.
How do you keep a new relationship from getting boring? Let us
know below.

Celebrity Couples Who Called
It Quits in Summer 2015

By Abbi Comphel
Some celebrity couples just couldn’t handle the summer heat
together. There were many celebrity break-ups in the summer of
2015.

See what celebrity couples did not
make it through the summer this
year!
1. Zayn Malik and Perrie Edwards:
So many fans thought this celebrity couple was going to last
forever. But sadly, they broke off their two-year engagement
in August. This was shortly after Malik made his split from
former pop group, One Direction.
2. Nick Jonas and Olivia Culpo:
The Jealous singer Nick Jonas and former Miss Universe winner
Olivia Culpo split this summer in June. After two long years

together the celebrity couple called it quits. Jonas is taking
time for himself and his work.
3. Scott Disick and Kourtney Kardashian:
Sadly, the famous Keeping Up With the Kardashians couple Scott
Disick and Kourtney Kardashian called it quits in July. Disick
was found out and about with his ex-girlfriend. That was the
last straw for Kardashian.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Scott Disick Cries in Trailer
for New Episode of ‘KUWTK’
4. Gwen Stefani and Gavin Rossdale:
This summer Gwen Stefani and husband Gavin Rossdale finally
ended things. The two have gone back and forth throughout
their time together speaking about the struggles of marriage.
They have finally called it quits, but will still have a happy
and healthy relationship for their children.
5. Miranda Lambert and Blake Shelton:
Famous country star couple Miranda Lambert and Blake Shelton
divorced in July after four years of marriage. They surprised
everyone with this news and their fans were heart broken. The
two have gone their separate ways.
Related Link: Famous Couple Blake Shelton and Miranda Lambert
Are Divorcing After Four Years
6. Avril Lavigne and Chad Kroeger:
Celebrity couple Avril Lavigne and Chad Kroeger split in
September after two years together. This couple has no bad
blood though. They have chosen to remain close friends and
will always be there for one another. That is a good break up!
7. Jennifer Garner and Ben Affleck:
Long time hollywood couple Jennifer Garner and Ben Affleck

divorce after 10 years together. They announced their split in
June. They are still friends and choose to co-parent in a
healthy and happy way.
What other hollywood couples split up this summer? Comment
below!

